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Chapter 1 : 25 Free and Low Cost Ways to Market Yourself - Small Business Trends
These ten, inexpensive marketing strategies will help you engage customers, build relationships, and ultimately keep
your brand top-of-mind. It's not always about the money you have to spend on marketing, it's about the time and effort
you put into it and above all, the relevance it has for your customers.

Enterprise risk management needs to be extended to create cyber-resilience, which is built on a solid
foundation of preparation and teamwork. Highly publicized breaches, financial losses and more stringent
government regulations have put the spotlight on information security in most organizations around the world.
Furthermore, there is the challenge of differing laws and regulations across different jurisdictions, which can
make prosecuting cyber-crime extremely difficult. In addition, cycle times for the people committing
cyber-crimes are shortening while the potential rewards are growing. Global cyber-criminals are increasingly
organized and professional in their approach. They are as innovative and strategic as many legitimate
businesses, and their financial capabilities are ever evolving, keeping pace with the online economy. With
unprecedented opportunities for collaboration, a malspace ecosystem has developed, complete with
marketplaces for buying and selling the expertise and tools needed to target and execute cyberattacks. Every
hacker group, criminal organization and espionage unit in the world now has access to powerful tools and
expertise for identifying, targeting and attacking their victims. All of this makes it absolutely imperative for
enterprises and governments to build up cyber-resilience. But how can this best be achieved? Extending Risk
Management While cyber-security and risk management practices largely focus on achieving security through
the management and control of known risks, cyber-resilience requires that businesses of all sizes prepare now.
To cope with and mitigate the negative impacts of cyberspace activity, organizations must extend risk
management to include cyber-resilience. As everything from supply chain management to customer
engagement shifts to the cloud, operating in cyberspace now has bottom-line implications if systems are
disrupted. Fortifying governments and enterprises to build up resilience is imperative. Cyber-resilience
requires a balanced approach that protects both organizations and individuals while also enabling open, safe
commerce and communications. In order to achieve cyber-resilience, risk management should encompass the
confidentiality, integrity and availability of information. At the same time, resilient organizations must
recognize the unintended business consequences from activity in cyberspace, such as commercial, reputational
and financial risks, are real and growing. All Hands on Deck Cyber-threats are no longer the domain of
information security. All units within the organization are affected, as are external customers, suppliers,
investors and other stakeholders. Senior business leaders, preferably the chief executive or chief operating
officer, should lead the charge with a coordinated and collaborative approach that allows the organization to
prepare for unpredictable events.
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Chapter 2 : 3 Ways to Market Yourself - wikiHow
Protecting Yourself, Your Employees, & Your Business on Cyber Monday Posted On November 25, By Kevin O'Brien
Cyber Monday is a wonderful thing - instead of fighting through the masses on Black Friday, those of us who value our
sanity choose to purchase our holiday gifts at discounted prices from the privacy (and safety) of the Internet.

Here are a few to consider: Most sites have targeted guidelines for submitting pitches and review copies. Make
them, hone them, and keep them for the life of your career. So how do you go about making and creating
relationships? Getting to know topic-related blogs, e-zines and websites and engaging with them is important.
Follow your market on Twitter, follow other authors in your genre, follow the trendsetters. Which leads me to
point 3: Want to know the difference between networking online vs. Online you can be in your bathrobe and
slippers and no one will know the difference. No one but your mom cares that you wrote a book. Page rank is
important, more so than most people realize. By importance I mean sites that have a lot of quality sites linking
to them and sites that are getting a significant amount of traffic. If you or the company you hired is pitching
you to smallish page rank sites i. Our company website sits between a 5 and a 6. Consider the partnerships you
have and see what you can pair with your book. We recently paired a title we worked on with a Brita water
pitcher because the author had a relationship with the company. When I called Brita to arrange this they
jumped all over it and sent us more pitchers than we knew what to do with. Prize packs are a great idea if you
can pull together some fun giveaways. Offer them the prize packs for their readers. Another waste of time. The
key to a really successful campaign that has legs meaning buzz is a slow growth. The objective is to create a
presence online and to dig into your market. Relationships, whether offline or on, take time. Grow them,
nurture them, and they will repay you back over months and years to come. So how do you grow slowly? Well
dig into Facebook, start a Fan Page and add friends, network, engage. Start a Twitter page and really work the
Twitter-sphere. Engage, entertain, enlighten and always, always, always be helpful. I will write a separate blog
on this topic, but for now understand that the importance of backlinks is significant. And how many of these
do you want? As many as you can get. The biggest and best push with online marketing is the link building,
but again, this needs to be grown slowly over time. Adding thousands of links in a week or a month will only
get you in trouble with the governing body of the Internet: Your website, the place your online world calls
"home", is very important. I will address the importance of a good website in a separate blog post in the
coming weeks, but for now know this: Getting them to come back is the key to making the sale. And how do
you get them to come back? By getting them to sign up for something permission-based marketing and then
keeping them in your loop or inner circle. Wondering why I said eight tips in the article title and offered nine?
Not only will they not get you anywhere, but they can damage your reputation.
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Chapter 3 : Managing the Risks of Cyberspace
Your - Words like "your" or "you" show customers that you're thinking about them. It's a simple, personalized touch that
can go a long way to increase sales. It's a simple, personalized touch that can go a long way to increase sales.

If you are trying to attract prospective clients, then each individual page on your site should offer something of
value to your audience. The number one way that Philippa adds value to her audience is through her articles.
The best way to keep getting top listings with the most popular search engines such as Google, Yahoo! Her
articles add value to her audience and are her number one search engine strategy. Her customers tell her that
they have seen her name in multiple locations before they call her directly. She said that we should think about
the emotional connection that our website makes. How does your website represent you when you are not
there? Unfortunately most websites are not a true reflection of what we do and who we are. The reality is that
our websites need to become an expertise center. We need to show a clear benefit such as how our programs
will increase the creativity and balance of a prospective customer. Every page should have a strategy, a way to
increase our database and provide a call to action. Philippa also believes that each web site should have a
dynamite testimonial across the front of the homepage, because testimonials are the least-viewed section on
every website! She recommends that we pull out our testimonials and sprinkle them throughout our site. And
when we think of testimonials, we should be thinking about the substantive ways that we have helped our
customers. If we attempt to be clear and specific about our program benefits, why not be clear and specific
about their outcomes from real customers. She recommends that we have specific testimonials for specific
programs. Talk about maximizing our congruency! In order to get started, Philippa wants to know what we
have done today to improve our website. Two days after her seminar, I added a question and answer section
and submitted my site to a dozen search engines. My next step is to write another article. What are you going
to do today to improve your web site, your business and even yourself? She encourages you to contact her
about the changes you have made. Philippa can be contacted directly at her office in Santa Cruz, California at
or pgamse cyberspeaker. All rights in all media reserved. Mark Sincevich is a professional speaker,
photographer and author of two books and numerous articles. He works with organizations to increase their
creativity, balance, leadership and personal development. He can be reached at mark staashpress.
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Digital Disruption is radical. It will not wait for your business to evolve. It can change your market and competiors
overnight. Our breakfast seminar will grow your understanding of how technology is driving change and inspire you to
embrace its enabling role in finding solutions cheaper, quicker and more conveniently.

What message are you sending? Here are seven proven strategies for marketing yourself successfully and
effectively: What are your interests? Think about the ways you already bring these elements together and
explore the possibilities for how you can engage them in in innovation and problem solving. Focus on the
uncommon things you have to offer. Seek recognition for your expertise. Showcase what you know by
building a knowledge base. Grow your reputation and promote your informed opinions. Develop relationships
with thought leaders and media representatives in your field and your community. Write prolifically about
what you know to get your name in front of people as an expert. Contribute articles and blog posts any time
you have an opportunity. Create a network of like-minded people in your field and work on connecting deeply
and really getting to know one another. Genuine expertise is always drawn to other experts, and in their
company you can open up a whole world of new possibilities. Be of service to others. Become a trusted
advisor and do what you can to help as many people as you can. How can you use what you do to be of
service? Maybe you can offer your talents to a local nonprofit or set up an internship or mentoring opportunity
to help someone starting out. Spend focused time on social media tools such as Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook,
Instagram and electronic groups in your industry. Share some of your expertise for free, and you can begin
building a base of fans who trust you and look to you for expert advice. Remember who you are- is the
message to the world. Every word you say, everything that you communicate and do, is a message to the
world. Just as a good organization protects its brand, protect your reputation by being intentional about the
words you speak and the actions you perform. The person who knows how best to market yourself is you.
Start now to set yourself apart as a leader and generous citizen of your professional communities, and you can
take yourself much further than you may have dreamed. Aug 17, Like this column?
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15) Google for Business. This is probably the best kept secret and the most accessible business solutions out there for
business today! Whether you want to reach new customers, enhance your website, or increase your productivity,
Google Business Solutions has amazing, mostly free tools for you.

Getty Images In , around million Americans planned to shop during Thanksgiving weekend, according to a
survey by the National Retail Federation. That includes both Black Friday and Cyber Monday. With
Thanksgiving weekend just weeks away, now is the best time to organize your business for some of the
busiest shopping days of the year. There are more reasons to prepare for Black Friday than just to avoid hassle
and frustration later. Preparing now gives you time to organize. Lay out any new sections of your website that
will be needed as well as what your social media scheduling and updates will look like. Preparing now will
also put you in a position to enjoy the season more. Do you know the main products your business will offer
during Black Friday and Cyber Monday? Will you be running special promotions on different social media
platforms? Do you have an email list in place? Will you offer special discounts? These are all questions you
should be asking yourself -- now. Getting clear on your content and marketing goals for your business is part
of being organized -- but it also keeps you from having to create content on the fly. Do it now instead. Split
test your products and services across various platforms to see what will give you the best ROI. Engaging with
customers beforehand can increase sales. Customer frustration and behavior can be different during Black
Friday and Cyber Monday. The influx of shoppers changes what the business and the customer experience.
There are concrete ways to lower the chances of frustration. Engage with your customers beforehand. Present
a few special coupons or offerings -- now. Continue to build the customer relationship. Create a system that
lets you communicate with customers easily -- whether it be live chat or even texting. Send an email or survey
asking your customers what they want and expect. Ask what they would enjoy during the busy shopping
weekend. Maybe a few will get some shopping done early. Customer service is an integral part of selling your
products and services, especially during these holidays. This is customer relationship management at its most
effective, and it can increase sales for you. Testing the back end will let people buy more easily. Technology is
notorious for breaking down or messing up when most needed. Make sure your website can handle the
increased number of shoppers. Have multiple payment processors available. Test your payment systems. Even
the most prepared of business owners may have difficulties during Black Friday and Cyber Monday. But this
year, you can be prepared. People can see the deals, and they want in. What if our best salesperson calls in
sick? You can hit Black Friday and Cyber Monday out of the park. If you and your team are ready, you will be
more likely to experience a smooth, efficient shopping weekend. Oct 12, More from Inc.
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Whether you're starting a new business or looking to branch out on your own as a consultant, marketing your products
or services can be challenging, not to mention expensive.

There I said it. A clearly defined brand that makes you visually stand out, tells people what you do and what
you stand for. An engaging website, blog, or branded LinkedIn, Facebook or Twitter page that showcases your
mission, vision, value, products, services and spirit. An integrated marketing and social media formula that
you use to educate, engage, interact and serve. Use the email and online tools to make connections and grow
connections but take the initiative to pick up the phone or get together. Nothing accelerates a relationship
more. Facebook is the benign monster of our social media world and has developed amazing tools for small
businesses. Once again, we were reminded thatâ€¦news no longer breaks, it Tweets. It is the preferred way to
get more personal, tell a story and showcase your personality and style. Grand openings, new certifications,
community events, new clients, awards, new hires and new services all count. Get a local media list together
and start sending them out monthly. Non-profits, schools, community organizations, chambers and
professional organizations need friendly, capable people to help. This is a great way to step up your leadership
and get noticed. Most organizations have prominent board members that can be invaluable contacts. A great
next step would be to set up a phone or a Skype call to take it to the next level. Internet radio and podcasting
has grown dramatically to give people who have a flair for interviewing or radio hosting a chance to have their
own radio show, feature others or share their expertise and personality. Start by following certain bloggers,
commenting and getting into their conversations on social media. Regardless, if you keep a file for your snail
mail, email marketing or emails you can go back to them and make a list of people you might want to
recontact. Simply go to Google Business Solutions. They offer an easy template format to write your releases
and click. No limit to how many and they give you three link backs in the body of the release. Community and
being neighborly can have very unexpected results. This is an underused way to make friends, connections and
get referrals. Ultimately, we will be asked: You never know when someone will ask you for a card in the pool,
parking lot or grocery store. It helps people brand your name and company as soon as they meet you and they
probably will remember you because of it. All of these services have white papers, tutorials and learning
centers for maximizing your results. Email marketing is one of the most effective ways to build trust.
Although mostly used by realtors and service businesses, they can be used for just about any business to keep
your name, product or service visible. Find a space at a church, chamber, community center, the social room
where you live, or partner up with another business to use their facilities. Make the workshop affordable or
low cost, use your database, social media and local press releases to attract attention. They may come from
different areas of your life, but having you in common makes them have potential for connections and
referrals. Everything starts here and can lead to endless relationships and sales possibilities. Here are 15 of the
best mobile apps and 33 great marketing tools for professionals.
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W hat steps should you take to keep your business safe from hackers? With new threats emerging and longstanding
ones still an issue, it pays to know. The average cost of cyber attacks to a small.

Marketing Ideas The real estate industry has had some interesting ups and down over the past decade - NAR
National Association of Realtors membership hit its all-time high back in with 1,, realtors before dropping
dramatically with the housing financial crisis. However, since its rock bottom in with , members , it has been
steadily increasing, and with nearly 1,, members in , the competition among realtors is heating up. While real
estate agents are still key in the home buying process, buyers are increasingly looking to do more leg work
online before involving the experts. Here are our 35 best real estate marketing ideas for those looking to win
the real estate marketing game. Set Yourself Up For Social. Interact with users, share good press, and promote
your properties. Chances are, home shoppers are eager to share their top housing pics with friends and family,
so make it easy for home buyers to email and share various properties online by adding social sharing buttons.
What are other realtors in your area doing? What do their websites look like? How active are they on social
media? Take note of what competitors are doing â€” then avoid their mistakes and replicate their success!
Make Yourself Easy to Contact. Put your contact info on every page of your website. Ideally, make an
impressive contact us page that grabs attention. Create a Killer Business Card. Get an awesome looking
business card and hand them out like pizza flyers on a Friday night. Make Use of Local Images. Showcase the
best that your area has to offer, with high-quality, beautiful photos of local town landmarks and familiar sites.
Hire a Photo Pro. Successful real estate relies heavily on great photography. Bad photos will diminish interest
in even the greatest of properties. Hire a professional photographer preferably with experience photographing
homes and architecture , or, if you have sophisticated equipment and are confident in your abilities, have your
own hand at it. Just remember this is one of those scenarios when it pays to bring in the professionals. There
are tons of great resources that provide in-depth detail about real estate photography â€” this guide from
Digital Photography School is helpful so long as you have some basic photography experience under you belt
already. Create a Virtual Tour. Virtual tours are a great way to give a comprehensive, accurate preview of the
property for potential buyers. Consider helping sponsor local festivals, sports teams, or school events. Signing
up as a local sponsor often means getting your business a spot on t-shirts, program pamphlets, or flyers.
Consider outsourcing a quality animated video for your real estate businesses. Short, cute, high-quality
cartoon videos can help establish your brand as well as give a touch of personality. You may even want to
consider featuring local landmarks or sites in your animated video to make it ultra-unique and targeted.
Pinterest boards are a great way to provide images and information for specific listings. You can create a
Pinterest board for a single property that, in addition, to property photos, highlights major benefits of the area.
Make Your Site Mobile-Friendly. Tech-savvy consumers spend tons of time on their mobile devices. Even
better, consider creating a mobile app that potential buyers can use to review listings. Email marketing is one
of the best strategies for building client relationships. Collect emails from your website, local outreach, or any
other methods you can think of. Start an Email Nurture Campaign. Nurture campaigns are like the breadcrumb
paths of Hansel and Gretel, except instead of a gingerbread house at the end, clients find their dream home
hopefully without a resident evil witch. If they first attended an open house with you, send them an email
detailing other nearby houses on the market. Deliver content that will help your clients take the appropriate
next step, depending on where they are in their journey. Google My Business is the latest in Google
location-based pages. Trust me, this one is a no-brainer. Become the go-to real estate agent for dog owners,
families with kids, divorced individuals, whatever. Making a name for yourself in regards to a specific niche
need can make you memorable, especially in saturated zip codes. Utilize emotional storytelling with
compelling copy and powerful visual elements. Humans respond to stories â€” tell a good one and clients will
flock to you. If you feel comfortable enough, hosting a webinar can be a great way to garner attention for your
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business. Webinars can also be repurposed as YouTube videos, with can serve as valuable video content that
can live permanently on your website! Here are some more tips on putting together a great webinar. Saddle Up
For Social Ads. With organic reach dwindling on many popular social networks like Facebook, paid Facebook
ads are often the most effective way to get in front of clients. Consider sending out postcards to qualified leads
or potential buyers in the specific zip codes you are active in. Become a Columnist in Local Magazines.
Getting yourself in local magazines or newspapers is a great way to get the word out about you and your
brand. See if you can write a column or feature for local publications. Instead, try to showcase your
knowledge. Make yourself and your knowledge available to the community by hosting mini-seminars.
Consider providing a basic seminar about the basics of home buying and mortgages. Users want you to share
some of your knowledge for free before investing time and money in you. A home buying seminar is the local
equivalent of a webinar. Yes, it will take time and energy, but attendees will walk away impressed and will
have established a relationship with you. Branding is your buddy â€” that means pens, drink koozies, and all
those other freebies people love. Give out some branded goodies at local festivals and events to spread your
brand. Partner With Local Businesses. Developing relationships with other local businesses will be key for
your real estate marketing efforts. See if you can get local breakfast joints to let you buy them a set of new
coffee mugs with your logo on them, or buy a place on their paper placemat setting. Ask for Testimonials
From Former Clients. Testimonials are tremendous trust signals. Showing that real, live people endorse your
services means the world to potential clients. When a homebuyer has had a great experience with you, reach
out to them and ask for a testimonial. If possible, try to get a photo of them as well. Make the most of these
testimonials by placing them strategically on your website and sharing them now and then on social networks.
Create an Awesome Website. Make it easy for users to access all this information â€” make sure all your
property pages have great photos, virtual tours, and easy access to Google Maps and Google Earth. Make
Your Site Easy to Navigate. Your visitors need to have a good experience on your website, so take the time to
brush up on user experience design skills and information architecture. Make sure you are including some
local-oriented keywords in your copy to ensure that your content is found by buyers Googling online for
homes in your area. Zillow is basically the Yelp of real estate marketing, and you really need to be on there if
you want any chance of being discovered - you can ignore the sun, but it will still burn you! Zillow offers the
ability to advertise as an agent on their website. Zillow also allows users to review real estate agents, so put on
a smile and rack up that rating, as a solid star rating will greatly increase your leads. Use a scheduling sharing
app to coordinate times to show a house to buyers. Scheduling apps like Doodle can cut down on the endless
back and forth timeslot swapping. Send a local care package to clients after they close, with local movie or
theater tickets, restaurant gift cards, etc. Stay in touch even months and years later with past buyers in order to
build in that good relationship. Send anniversary cards, holiday cards, etc to stay fresh in their minds. Create a
Referral System. Provide incentives for past clients to refer you to future homebuyers. Real estate is one of
those industries that absolutely must use call tracking in their paid search campaigns. Most people use the
phone when trying to find a realtor or make an appointment to view an apartment, condo or house. If those
calls come about because someone saw your PPC ad, you want to be able to track which ads and keywords are
driving calls.
Chapter 8 : best MARKETING IN CYBERSPACE images on Pinterest | Social media, Social networks and
If so, we encourage you to check out our young Entrepreneurship resource center, full of the articles and information
you need to help you generate ideas and start your own business as a young Entrepreneur.

Chapter 9 : Growing Your Business In CyberSpace | ZeroMillion
Over the past year, cyber attacks and hacking have become a scary reality that every individual and organization has to
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face. The looming threat of hackers, working to steal your information, is getting worse on a daily basis; however, taking
a few simple steps can go a long way in helping you protect your business from cyber attacks and hacking.
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